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ABSTRACT

Throughout the world, demographic, economic, and
technological trends have accelerated our ability to knowingly
and unknowingly change the environment in which we live.
These changes are now forcing us to reconsider our relationship
with natural resources and consider alternative frameworks that
support resource recovery, inclusive policy frameworks, and
sustainable economic models. Following a global waste trade
recycling ban in early 2018, this thesis sets out to understand
how current paper recovery methods could be better utilized
for the design and fabrication of sustainably sourced building
components.
This project identifies conventional solid waste management
strategies and adopts an integrated systematic approach to help
not only the processes that generate paper waste, but understand
how second-generation materials could be reused, repurposed,
and redistributed back into the social networks and economies of
Sao Paulo, Brazil. Through a series of investigations and multiple
field studies, this thesis explores new-found solutions for nano
and micro-fibrillated paper fibre products that could be utilized
and deployed in a variety of contexts in the developing world.
While acknowledging the many complexities of this topic, this
project embraces a thinking that will generate new conversations
on alternative material solutions, thereby provoking consumers
and industries alike to rethink what happens when we simply
throw something away!
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AUTHORS NOTE

This thesis is the culmination of over a year of
international research comprising of physical
explorations, review of literature, and extensive design
work conducted in Australia, Brazil, and at Carleton
University.
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INTRODUCTION

In the face of rising global population and exponential
resource consumption, current economic thinking demands
urgent alternative models that embrace a circular ideology.1
Throughout the world, demographic, economic, and technological
trends have accelerated our ability to knowingly and unknowingly

1“Th e Con ce p t of Circular Econo m y : I t s
Orig in s an d Its Evolution .” Re s ear ch
Gate , J an uary 2018.

change the environment in which we live. In early 2018, global
waste trade underwent a radical transformation after the Chinese
government proposed new precautions for how they handled

2Ib id . 2

and processed the world’s waste. Named the National Sword
Policy (NSP), its goal was to dramatically reduce the importation
of soiled and contaminated materials (including metals, plastic,
paper, and glass) from much of the developed world, resulting
in a major reshuffling of the international waste trade. The NSP
left many waste exporters, such as North America, Europe, and
Australia, scrambling to find alternative solutions and destinations
for their unwanted paper and plastic exports.2 As other countries
followed suit, large volumes of material are now accumulating in
landfills, headed for incinerators, or sitting dormant in shipping
ports around the globe. Yet the NSP has already proven to be
double-edged. These new pressures have forced governments
and industries to find alternative solutions for their surplus of
second-generation materials.3 In response to the effects of the
NSP and through a series of investigations, extensive review of
literature, and multiple field studies conducted in Australia and
Brazil, this project imagines an alternative paper waste chain that
emphasizes intelligent product design, prefabrication, and circular
economic design to reuse and recycle fiber-based materials as a
sustainable alternative to virgin-based building components.

11

3Ib id . 2

With the help of an interdisciplinary team of engineers and
material scientists in Australia and Canada, research is underway
to develop, design, and fabricate methodologies for structurally

4T h is in n ovative p roce ssin g me t h o d
h as b e e n p ate n te d b y Ze o Ip P t y i n
Australia.

insulated panels (SIP) components that are comprised of only
recovered paper and cardboard. Blended and formed in a matrix
of only fibre and water, the material’s exhibitions of thermal,
structural, and water-resistant qualities show promising potential
for prefabrication and rapid construction in the developing world.
5

With new solutions for cellulose utilization at hand, this
project proposes working within the global south context to recycle,
reimagine and redistribute sustainable building components

5 Wh e e le r, Alf. “Ze oform - Ch aracte ristics”. Ze oform - Makin g F o r m
Sustain ab le , 2011

throughout both the informal and formal economies of developing
regions. The project contributes to local goals of economic
and environmental improvement through the integration and
exchange of paper recycling techniques and material innovations
within the city of Sao Paulo, Brazil. Using local knowledge and
existing frameworks, this project compliments the sophisticated
social and recycling structures that employ millions of people
globally. Providing new opportunities for Brazilian waste pickers
to enhance their socio-economic and environmental situations
by providing access to material recovery solutions and alternative
occupational support. Using proposed concepts of engagement,
inclusion, recycling, education, and innovation, this project
identifies conventional solid waste management strategies and
adopts an integrated systematic approach to help not only the
processes that generate waste, but understand how material
could be handled, repaired, reused and redistributed back into the
local social networks and economy. While learning from varying
steams of field work and academic research, this thesis addresses
our relationship with the world’s natural resources and considers
alternative frameworks that support resource recovery, inclusive
policy frameworks, and sustainable economic design.

12

In f orma l Recyclin g Sec tor A sub se t to th e formal re cycli n g
se ctor. Op e ratin g in most d evel o p i n g
coun trie s as viab le me an s of i n co m e
for w aste p icke rs or cart-me n .

PART 1

13

S HIFTIN G SEA S

“In a time of global
concern for the
environment, global
conversations of
trade and climate
action initiatives has
never been higher”
Ma x Pla nk - G er ma n Phy si c ist

14

1 . 1 G L O B A L PA P E R T R A D E

Environmental concerns over the paper and
paperboard industry practices are growing at exponential

5Wheeler, Alf. “Zeoform - Characteristics”.
Zeoform - Making Form Sustainable, 2011

rates around the world, from increased deforestation to
higher than normal droughts that has led to some of the
most catastrophic wildfires of our generation. However,
in a time of global concern for the environment, global
conversations of trade and climate action initiatives

6Wazeka, Robert. “Paper and Paperboard
in Developing Countries: The Potential
Is There.” Unasylva - No. 144 - Pulp &
Paper in Developing Countries - Paper
and Paperboard in Developing Countries:
The Potential Is There, Forest Industry
Division, 1984.

have never been higher. We are in the middle of an
environmental revolution and one where industry leaders
and consumers play a significantly larger role than the
past. 6 The need for increased production has not only put
pressure on local economies to find alternative material

15

Fig. 001: Shipping Container heading to
Chinese Port
-Contaminated garbage being sent from
developed countries to Chinese ports. Prior to
Jan 2018.

sources but figure out new ways for material recovery
that take part in a more circular ideology. Most economies
have adopted simple forms of paper product recycling to
create further down-cycled products while balancing the
cost of machine reorganization and operations that utilize
alternative feedstocks. 6 In addition, current recycled

7Martin , J osh ua, an d Man d y Ha g g i t h .
State Of T h e Glob al Pap e r In d u s t r y
2018. 2n d e d ., En viron me n tal P ap er
N e tw ork, 2018, p p . 3-15 , Acce ss ed 1 9
Mar 2020.

fibre is by no means uniform, with many newsprint and
packaging grades having more than 50% recycled content
and printing and writing paper containing an average
of 8% recycled content. 7 Due to the ubiquitous nature

1`
-showing the import and export of paper
waste before and after the National
Sword Policy enacted in 2018.

of wood and wood based products, paper industries are
operating from an antiquated linear production model,
and therefore are often sidelined when discussing nonvirgin alternative feedstocks. Second-generation materials
have been recently recognized as a viable alternative to
virgin harvesting, yet many countries have neglected the
opportunity to capitalize on its full potential.

THE REST OF ASIA HAS OVERTAKEN CHINA AS THE
BIGGEST IMPORTER OF G7 PAPER WASTE
EXPORTS OF PAPER AND PAPERBOARD WASTE FROM G7 COUNTRIES (’000 TONNES)

16

1.2 CHALLENGES + OPPORTUNITIES
O F B U I L D I N G T H E PA P E R E C O N O M Y

Responding to the challenging effects of the National
Sword policy, this thesis joins the conversation of sustainable waste
management by providing alternative systematic approaches that
promotes the recovery of resources, innovative product design,
and inclusive waste management. The NSP is initiating new levels

8Re e d , J oh n , e t al. “Wh y th e Wor l d ’s
Re cyclin g Syste m Stop p e d Wo r ki n g . ”
Fin an cial Time s, FT Mag azin e E n v iron me n t, 25 Oct. 2018

of economic pressure and drawing overdue attention to the way
the world deals with its waste.8 As the backlog of waste material
mounts, new opportunities are emerging for recycling businesses
to gain a competitive advantage of their sorting practices and to
reimagine how we can utilize this now surplus material. 9

9Ib id .

This thesis is a key investigation into the newfound
opportunities of paper recovery and aims to understand the
complex intertwining of the nature of social integration, industry
disruption and recycling methods of a global South context.

Fig. 003: Wire d Mag azin e He adl i n e

Fig. 004: CBC Ne w s He ad lin e

https://www.wired.com/story/since-chinas-ban-recycling-in-the-us-has-gone-up-in-flames/

Fig. 005: CBC N e w s He ad lin e

https://www.wired.com/story/since-chinas-ban-recycling-in-the-us-has-gone-up-in-flames/

https://www.wired.com/story/since-chinas-ban-recycling-in-the-us-has-gone-up-in-flames/

Ever since China closed its doors to waste importation in January 2018,
Southeast Asian countries have been the destination of waste exports from
developed countries .
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1.3 THE FUTURE OF SECOND
G E N E R AT I O N F E E D S T O C K S

Second-generation feedstocks embody a wide a range of
possibilities that offer many advantages over virgin or firstgeneration feedstocks. Mainly desired for their competitive
costs in manufacturing, second-generation materials require
a fraction of the energy and labour costs that virgin resources
demand. Within the forest industry specifically, virgin resource
10

extraction accounts for almost 60% of the total energy demands

10World Ag riculture : Tow ard s 20 1 5 2030. Tow ard s Sustain ab ility F o r es t r y.
1st e d ., FAO, 2002.

for the finished product. This staggering number is often given
additional support from governmental leaders to improve energy

11Ib id .

efficiency while harvesting. However, as industries continue to
address the surrounding consequences of material extraction,
limited attention is focused on how to step away from our current
economic model of consumption and production.
Second-generation feedstocks are abundant, cheap, and
sustainable and can range from anything from recovered paper

Fig. 006: Pile of compacted cardboard.
Canadian Recycling Centre, 2018.
ISword Policy enacted in 2018.
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and cardboard, to cellulosic trimmings from crop harvests.
Significant studies have been conducted in the EU, US, and
Canadian markets to explore these solutions in detail.12 While
the opportunity is recognised, there are two important risks to
consider; firstly, that there is sufficient feedstock security and
secondly, that alternative technologies can rely on continued
investment.13 Due to the fallout of the NSP, an abundance of
second-generation material is now accumulating in regions
around the world and patiently awaiting for alternative utilization
methods.14
Academic research is currently exploring the potential
of cellulose based feedstocks. Cellulose is the world’s largest and
most abundant natural resource and often utilized for its potential
as a biofuel or additive agent. Research conducted in this thesis
addresses micro-and nano-fibrillated cellulose (NMFC), derived
from recovered paper and cardboard, as a potential secondgeneration feedstock for the construction of sustainable
alternative building components.15

19

12Marquis, Caitlin . “T h is is Ad va n ced
En e rg y”: Se con d an d T h ird Ge n er a tion Biofue ls.” T HIS IS ADVANCE D
EN ERGY: Se con d an d Th ird Gen eration Biofue ls, Ad van ce d En e rg y
Pe rsp e ctive s, 11 D e c. 2019
13Ib id .
14 “Wh at a Waste : An U p d ate d Loo k i n t o
th e Future of Solid Waste Manag eme n t.” World Ban k, Th e World B an k,
20 Se p t. 2018
15 Siró, István an d D avid Placke t t .
Microfib rillate d ce llulose an d n ew
n an ocomp osite mate rials: a rev i ew,
Ce llulose , Volume 17, Issue 3, Ju n e
2010.
Fig. 007: The Result of the National
Sword Policy.
- This image depicts the resultng accumulation of material ending up in shipping
ports around the word.

1.4 REIMAGINING THE
G E O G R A P H I E S O F WA S T E

Our global system of production is predominantly
based on by a linear model of production where we ‘take,
make, and dispose’ of our products.16 Enabled by a century of

16“Th e Con ce p t of Circular Econo m y : I t s
Orig in s an d Its Evolution .” Re s ear ch
Gate , J an uary 2018.

declining commodity prices, waste is generated as companies
plan obsolescence in their products, generating long term sales
volume by reducing time between repeat purchases.17 This leads
to problems of two major kinds, one where our finite resources
are depleted, while the other is the catastrophic environmental
damage from hazardous runoff and leachate that flows from our
landfills into our rivers and oceans. 18
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17 Elle n MacArth ur Foun d ation . 20 1 5 .
Build in g Blocks of a Circular E co n omy. Elle n MacArth ur Foun d at i o n .
Re fe re n ce d 7 D e ce mb e r 2019.
Fig. 008: Local Worker
Using recovered materials to construct
new housing in Latin America. Representing the opportunity that recovered
material pose in the builidng industry.

To address these issues, many countries have begun
investing in highly sophisticated incinerators, which is neither
sustainable or responsible, by effecictly removing any potential

18N ath an son , , J e rry. “Hazard ous -W as t e
Man ag e me n t”. En cyclop e d ia Br i t an n ica, 2n d e d ., 2020.

of second generation value and provoking industry leaders to
maintain models of extraction to keep up with the new demand
of their products.19 By proposing alternatives to the current
global waste flows, this thesis brings together second-generation

19Re e d , J oh n , e t al. “Wh y th e Wor l d ’s
Re cyclin g Syste m Stop p e d Wo r ki n g . ”
Fin an cial Time s, FT Mag azin e E n v iron me n t, 25 Oct. 2018

material solutions in order to advance waste management
practices around the globe. 20 Designed to recycle, reimagine and
redistribute sustainable building components into the developing
economy, the material recovery techniques illustrated in this

20 T h e Circular Econ omy an d th e B u i l t
En viron me n t.” Glob al Fore sig h t
Re se arch In n ovation , Se p t. 20 1 6 , p p .
5 –12.

thesis can be adapted and applied as solutions fit for the global
North.

Fig. 009: Shipping Container in Open Sea.

Fig. 010: Pile of recycled material in
shipping port.
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1.5 MOVING FROM A LINEAR TO
CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Over the last 150 years, our industrial economy has
been dominated by an established model of production and

21Ib id .

consumption in which goods have been manufactured from raw
materials, sold, used, and discarded as waste. 21 In the face of a
rising global population and exponential resource consumption,
our current economic model now requires a dramatic refocusing
to recognize alternative economic models of material recovery

22He sh mati, Almas. “A Revie w of t h e
Circular Econ omy an d Its Imp le me n tation .” In te rn ation al Jour n al o f
Gre e n Econ omics, vol. 11, n o. 3 /4 ,
D e c. 2015

and reuse.22 In pursuit of this change, reverse logistics,
performance economies, and sharing economies must all be
understood to facilitate a regenerative and restorative model
known as a Circular Economy (CE). Through techniques that
enable the reuse, recycling and remanufacturing of resources,

23“Th e P arad ig m Sh ift N e e d e d i n Techn olog y: Sustain ab le D ig ital D es i g n . ”
Ap p ly D ig ital Sustain ab ility , 1 O ct .
2019, ap p lyd ig ital.co/b log /th e -p arad ig m-sh ift-n e e d e d -in -te ch n o l og y-sustain ab le -d ig ital-d e sig n /.

a CE can become the catalyst that embodies ‘smart sustainable
solutions’. 23 Both businesses and industries are required to take
action, not only from a cooperate perspective but also encourage
the consumer. 24 This collective transition must embrace change
and draw on analogies from natural ecological cycles, where end
products as well as bi-products of a system are rescued in other
processes in a perpetual chain.

22

24 U p ad h ayay, Sug am, an d Omaim a
Alqassimi. Elle n macarth urfoun d at i o n .
Org , 2020
Fig. 011: Linear Economic Model
-Representing both the biological and
technological cycles that take part in a
Linear Economy

Commonly known as a ‘Cradle to Cradle’ model, it is on the
notion that material flows can be divided into two interacting
loops: a technical and a biological resource cycle, where

25 He le n Kop n in a. Circular Econ om y an d
Crad le to Crad le in e d ucation al p r actice , J ourn al of In te g rative Env i r o nme n tal Scie n ce s, 15 :1, 123-138 , 20 1 8 .

fabricated products are designed so that at the end of their
service life – their components are extracted and reused, or
remanufactured into new products. 25 Therefore, it is considerably
more sustainable, or dematerialized, than our present economy
which is focused on production and consumption as its

26Elle n MacArth ur Foun d ation . 20 1 5 .
Build in g Blocks of a Circular E co n omy. Elle n MacArth ur Foun d at i o n .
Re fe re n ce d 7 D e ce me b e r 2019 .

principal means to create high material flows and wealth.26
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation is a international
charity-run organization dedicated to promoting the global
transition toward a circular economy.27 The foundation embraces
the ‘Performance Economy’ (PE) introduced earlier – a model first
sketched by architect and industrial analyst Walter R. Stahel in the

27 Ib id .
28D uarte P in h e iro, Man ue l. d e Br i t o ,
J org e . D in is, Silve stre . “Life -Cy cl e
Imp act ‘Crad le to Crad le ’ of Bu i l d i n g
Asse mb lie s.” En g in e e rin g Sust ai n ab i lity , 2014 . 3-4 .

late 70’s. 28

Fig. 012: Butterfly Diagram
-Representing both the biological and
technological cycles that take part in
a Circular Economy, Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, 2018.
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With a vision of an economy of loops it stimulates job creation,
economic competitiveness, and waste prevention. Similar to the
‘Cradle to Cradle’ approach, the Performance Economy draws

29Stah e l, Walte r R. “Th e Fun ctio n al
Econ omy: Cultural an d Org an i z at i o n al Ch an g e .” Nation al Acad e my P r es s . ,
1997, p p . 14 –39

on several specific approaches that participate in the the circular
economy. With power in numbers the PE is a labour force that is
found throughout the recycling industry.29 In order to take place
in a CE, this thesis incorporates the Performance Economy and
Cradle to Cradle model as its foundation by integrating material
flows of second-generation material back into its perpetual chain.

Fig. 013: Consumption and Production
-This image depicts the linear model
thinking our economies currently take
part in. From Extraction of natural
resources to the end of life cycle in the
Informal Recycling Chain.
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PART II MATERIAL ARCHIVING /001
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2 . 0 M AT E R I A L A R C H I V I N G

‘Rethinking and
reusing resources
is an important
perspective,
considering the
future use of building
materials and
climate change’
— Heidi Sør ensen Mer r i ld
Assoc i a te Pr ofessor, Aa r hu s Sch ool of Arch i tec tu r e

26

2.1 M AT E R I A L A R C H I V I N G

Over the course of three months in the summer 2019, I
had the privilege to work with an inspiring research team in New
South Whales, Australia to understand the technical properties

30Wh e e le r, Alf. “Ze oform - Ch aracte ristics”. Ze oform - Makin g F o r m
Sustain ab le , 2011.

and commercialization of micro-and nona-fibrillated paper and
cardboard. With over 30 years of prior technical knowledge in
cellulose refining technology, ZeoformTM uses natural properties
of mechanically extracted nano-cellulose in a water-only matrix
to achieve a range of structurally mouldable density outputs.
The following images are part of a documentation series
that spanned three months in 2019 between Byron Bay, Nimbin,
and Mullumbimby, Australia. Conversations of resource recovery,
the circular economy, and innovative design methodologies
played a fundamental role in my understanding of nano/micro
fibrillated cellulose and its potential applications within the built
environment.30
My sincerest appreciation goes out to everyone who made this
trip possible and to the many friendships and relationships that
Fig. 014: Zeoform Factory in construction
, Australia, 2019

developed over the course of this internship.
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4.1 M AT E R I A L A R C H I V I N G

Material investigations are at the core of this thesis.
Over the course of three months in 2019, my experience working
with research partner Zeoform proved to be fundamental in
understanding of cellulose recovery and second-generation
material feedstocks.

Working with the visionary team at

Zeoform, days were spent equally with Alf Wheeler, Zeoform
CEO, and Mathew Champion COO, and Martin Ernegg Zeoform’s
material scientist, to understand business frameworks and
commercialization strategies for NMFC. For three months, I
was part of a process that seemed infinity circular, from the
biological and climactic cycles of the southern hemisphere to the
technological cycles of what we were working on.
Zeoform holds close to thirty years of technical
investigations with NMFC while having a primary focus on

Fig. 015: Martin Ern e g g an d my s el f
w orkin g on factory layouts and o p eration s in N SW, Australia

industrial design components and consumer goods. Using my
background in architectural design and thinking, my involvement
with Zeoform generated new opportunities for Zeoform by
shedding light on the significance that sustainable sourced
building materials could play in dramatically reducing the carbon
emissions of the industry. 31
Working first hand with Martin allowed me to understand,
document, and catalogue his work into visual forms of
representation that have helped deploy the projects voice within
the business landscape. Using varying forms of graphic illustration,
I spent equal days between the office and factory, categorizing
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31Wh e e le r, Alf. “Ze oform - Ch aract er i s t i cs ”.
Ze oform - Makin g Form Sustai n ab l e, 20 1 1 ,
h ttp s://w w w.ze oform.com/. Acces s ed 2 1
Mar 2020.

information into visually compelling brochures for the Zeoform
team. These exercises helped not only my understanding of
the materials properties but of the limits of publicly acceptable
knowledge regarding Zeoform’s patented technology. In addition
to helping construct their new manufacturing and refining facility,
we enjoyed discussions of the materials placement within a
global context and the revolutionary qualities and possibilities
the material can offer.32 Understanding techniques of refining,
forming, and drying allowed supplementary research which will
develop from this thesis to better position itself between artisan
making and industry scale operations. Relationships built in
Australia have given this thesis new direction while remaining
connected to both business, industry, and academia.
The following images are a series of fabricated prototypes from
Australia using the NMFC blend.

47

32Ern e g g , Martin . “Fie ld Re se arch Australia Log 17”. Ne w South Wh al es ,
Australia, 2019.

Fig. 016: Deta il photos of NMFC
s am ples, 2019- 2020
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Fig. 017: Field Resea r c h a nd
S ketc hes, 2019
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2.3 M AT E R I A L F U T U R E S

The search for sustainable materials has begun to
embrace not only materials sourced from within a technological
cycle of reuse but also the importance of “clean” materials which
can decompose and partake in a biological cycle of composting
and regeneration.

33

Cellulose is the most abundant organic

compound on the planet. In recent years cellulose research
has moved from laboratory curiosity to an explosion of interest
in materials research, design development and business
opportunities and is set to play a major role in moving advanced
materials away from petroleum-based products that are not
biodegradable.34 With cellulistic materials in abundance due to the
fallout of China’s National Sword Policy, Zeoform’s revolutionary
fibre recovery technology proves to become a great catalyst in
material recovery solutions the world over.
Working first hand with Zeoform over the course of the
summer gave me a unique opportunity to understand the many
processes and complexities involved with creating NMFC at the
industrial and artisan scale.
01 Material Inputs
Unlike typical fibre recycling, Zeoform can use a range of fibre
inputs from recovered fibre materials to plant and pulp fibres.
Pulp fibres are typically high in cellulose and lignocellulose, which
derive from softwood fibres and aid to the strength of the final
output. Plant fibres can derive from virgin or second generation
materials and are generally composed of both cellulose and
lignin. Recovered fibres derive from a variety of sources and use

50

33D ufre sn e , Alain . (2012). Nan o cel l u lose - From Nature to Hig h Pe r f o rman ce Tailore d Mate rials. Be rl i n : D e
Gruyte r, 2012.
34 Ib id .

an average of 20-70% less energy than virgin harvested materials.
Using these three main fibre types as a point of departure within
this project explores multiple applications within the building
industry in both Canadian and Brazilian climates. Shown in Figure
15, we can see the range of recovered fibres that were explored
and analyzed through the research in this thesis.
02 Material Processes
Using a wide range of second generation fibre feedstocks,
Zeoform uses a simple refining process similar to that of 18th
century paper making and blended in water-only matrix for a
variety of products and outputs. Zeoform’s patented technology
offers new potentials in fibre refining while using natural hydroxyl
bonding to create a structural mouldable material.
Equally dependent on its refining time, drying time, and pressing
methods, the products exhibitions can range from the lightness
of styrofoam to the strength of ultra-dense composites , allowing
the material to be utilized in a variety of contexts by industries and
designers alike.
03 Material Outputs
In consultation with civil and mechanical engineers at Carleton
University in Ottawa, design and fabrication methodologies
are being explored that use the materials ranging densities to
generate prototype blocks and sheets fit for the prefabrication
of new sustainable building components in developing regions.
The material’s early exhibitions of thermal, structural, and waterresistant qualities show promising potential for component
replacement in these regions and help illustrate the potential of
second-generation feedstocks as a viable alternative to many
petroleum based composites. 35
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35 Wh e e le r, Alf. “Ze oform - Ch aract eristics”. Ze oform - Makin g Form Su s tain ab le , 2011, h ttp s://w w w.ze o f o r m .
com/. Acce sse d 21 Mar 2020.

01

02

03

Fig. 018: Zeoform Fibrillation Process
DiagramFactory in construction ,
Australia, 2019
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2.4 M AT E R I A L P R O P E R T I E S

Building on over thirty years of technical work with
microfibrillated cellulose, the simple but proprietary refining
technology developed by Zeoform is able to produce a variety of
density outputs that are equally dependant on their refining time,
drying time, and methods of moulding. This project uses NMFC
and its ranging densities to create prototype exterior sheets and
insulating boards fit for the prefabrication of new sustainable SIP
prototypes.

Fig. 019: Close up of NMFC surf ace
te xture 1

Fig. 020: Close up of NMFC surf ace
te xture 1
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Efficient insulation is the most practical and cost-effective
method for increasing energy efficiency in buildings. In the
southern hemisphere insulation is used as an acoustical damper,
and also helps with the reduction of solar gain by preventing
cooled air from warming back up.36 Insulation efficiency was
most recently ranked as thirty-fifth most important actions we
can take to reduce emissions.

37

Preliminary tests have been

conducted using NMFC aerogels at the Zeoform facility in
Australia, 38 as a proven method for creating insulative properties
when fully dried. Sustainable techniques using ambient pressure
drying (APD), vacuum filtration and freeze casting have also been
studied and show promise in the production of cellulose based
aerogel insulations.39
The material does however present specific challenges
in terms of water resistancey as it is by nature, hydrophobic. Our
research has identified the potential of using thermal modification,

36“In sulation & Th e rmal Mass: E f f i ci en t
Build in g s In Rio D e J an e iro”. R i o r en e w ab le s.Com, 2014 ,
37Haw ke n , Paul. D raw d ow n – th e m o s t
comp re h e n sive p lan eve r p rop o s ed
to reve rse g lob al w armin g . N ew Yo r k:
Pe n g uin Books, 2018.
38Wh e e le r, Alfre d . “Ze oform Ma ki n g
Form Sustain ab le .” ZEOFORM , N o v.
2019, h ttp s://w w w.ze oform.co m .

39Ille ra, D an n y, J aime Me sa , Hu m b er t o
Gome z an d He rib e rto Maury. “Cel l ulose Ae rog e ls for Th e rmal In su l at i o n
in Build in g s: Tre n d s an d Ch allen g es ”
Coatin g s 2018, 8(10), 34 5 .

4 0P izzi, An ton io. Wood p rod ucts an d
g re e n ch e mistry. An n als of For es t
Scie n ce , Sp rin g e r Ve rlag /ED P
Scie n ce s, 2016, 73 (1), p p .185 - 203 .

a heat treatment process used in the Canadian wood industry to
enhance the hydrophobic capabilities of fibre based components.
40

NMFC material will be tested in a low oxygen environments

and “cooked” for an extended period of time to naturually and
chemically alter the properties of the NMFC blend. This process,
called thermal modification (torrefaction) results in the removal

4 1Ib id .

of the organic material (lignin) found in typical fibre products,
and reduces the resultant material’s ability to rot and moisture

4 2ib id

penetration. Wood products and their adhesives constitute more
than 65 % by volume of all the adhesives used in the world.41
Important wood industry research in green chemistry 42 calls for
the elimination of toxic aldehydes as wood panel adhesives and
the adoption of various bio-sourced adhesives and composites
used with cellulose.43 In producing a bio-based SIP, this project
aims to embrace the emerging field of green adhesives and
organic laminates compatible with NMFC.
While mechanical properties of fibrillated cellulose
mixes are complex, they are best evaluated with methodologies
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4 3Ille ra, D an n y, J aime Me sa , Hu m b er t o
Gome z an d He rib e rto Maury. “Cel l ulose Ae rog e ls for Th e rmal In su l at i o n
in Build in g s: Tre n d s an d Ch allen g es ”
Coatin g s 2018, 8(10), 34 5 .

relevant to their application. 44 As the project moves forward, the
interdisciplinary research conducted with Carleton University’s
team of civil and mechanical engineers will generate data sets
of the material’s properties. Using standard ASTM tests for
SIP panels and fibre-based boards, we will aim to show the
products relevancy in the Canadian climate while also exploring
additional modification techniques that can suit the more humid
environments of the developing world. These material properties
will serve as design development parameters for overall design,
material connections, and its in-situ deployment.

Fig. 021: Sketch of Material Processes
2019
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44D ufre sn e , Alain . (2012). Nan ocel l u l o s e From Nature to Hig h Pe rforma n ce Tai l o r ed
Mate rials. Be rlin : D e Gruyte r, 20 1 2 .

2 . 5 S T R U C T U A L LY I N S U L A T E D
PA N E L S

While prefabrication can take on many forms, Structurally
Insulated Panels (SIPs) have become a key player within the building
industry for its lightweight, structurally sound, and dimensionally

45“D isad van tag e s of Structural I n s u l ate d P an e ls.” Baute x Syste ms. B au t ex
Syste ms. Acce sse d Aug ust 27, 20 1 9 .

accurate qualities. Using these elements as a point of departure,
this project pairs current academic and professional research that
confirms the success of nano-fibrillated cellulose as a durable
and sustainable material for use in a variety of products due to

4 6Brow n , J an . “Home .” valub uild . VA LU BU ILD PAN EL HOMES CORP, J u n e
2, 2017.

its abundance, high strength, low weight and biodegradability.45
Originating after the first World War, prefabrication
took a notable stance in the industry with higher efficiencies and
innovative materials like polyurethane foam or (PUR), (XPS), and
(EPS). The prototype design of SIPs, which is remarkably similar
to today’s technology, fills two roles in a building simultaneously:
firstly, acting as the structural walls that support vertical and
horizontal loads and secondly for creating an airtight building
envelope.

46

Today, SIPs are manufactured to suit a variety of

uses from commercial and industrial settings, to residential and
small temporary structures. Their range of sheathing materials
47

include sheet metal, plywood, fiber-cement siding, magnesiumoxide board, fiberglass mat, gypsum sheathing, composite

Fig. 022: SIP in con te xt - IKEA f act o r y
b uilt h ome
Fig. 023: SIP in con te xt - IKEA bu i l t
h ome 2

4 7Ib id .

structural siding panels, and can often be referred to as structural
foam panels, foam-core panels, stress-skin panels, and sandwich
panels.

48

With the added benefit of R-Value customization,

4 8Iad d ic Sh e lte rs. “Glob al Mob ile F actory: Con struction : SIP Pan e ls , ” 20 0 5 .

structural rigidity, and acoustical performances, SIPs have the
ability to become a modern alternative to traditional timberframed construction, while simultaneously providing additional
environmental benefits by reducing on-site construction time
and waste.49

Congruent with the implementation of new

56

4 9Pon s, O. “P re fab ricate d Con str u ction .” Pre fab ricate d Con struct i o n
- an ove rvie w | Scie n ce D ire ct To p i cs .
Barce lon a Te ch , Fe b ruary 14 , 20 1 4 .

environmental standards within the building industry, SIPs offer
significant advantages not only in the residential housing market
but also toward disaster relief, emergency shelters and largescale regional housing shortages. 50
However, academic, and professional research has identified SIP
manufacturing as an environmental concern as its subsequent
processes use heavy adhesives with sometimes toxic emission
outputs. This thesis directly addresses SIP construction by
demonstrating new found solutions for recovered material
feedstocks.51

Fig. 024: Sketch of Material Processes
2019
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50 P ach e co-Torg al, Fe rn an d o, and L u i s a
F. Cab e za. “Eco-Efficie n t Con st r u ction an d Build in g Mate rials.” Sci en ceD ire ct. Wood h e ad Pub lish in g Li m i t ed ,
2014 .

5 1“Th e Future Of Mod ular Con st r u ct i o n
| Sate llite Sh e lte rs”. Sate llite S h elte rs, J an 4 . 2019, h ttp s://w w w. s at el lite co.com/b log /th e -future -of-m o d ular-con struction /. Acce sse d 1 1 J an
2020 .

2.6 SIPS IN CONTEXT

In the face of growing public awareness an concern for
the environment and new information regarding the impact of
building materials in this landscape, there has been a resurgence

5 2U S En e rg y In formation Associ at i o n .
Acce sse d : Octob e r 21st 2014

of interest in sustainable alternatives and environmentally
conscious design. The United States Energy Information
Association estimates that the building and construction industry
alone contributes to almost 40% of the total energy use in the

5 3Moyn ih an , Alison E., “Evaluati n g t h e
Be n e fits of an d Barrie rs to Bui l d i n g
w ith Structural In sulate d Pan el s ”
(2014 ). Stud e n t Sh ow case . 5 .

United States. 52 Buildings offer significant opportunity to increase
performance while aiming to lower operating costs and its carbon
footprint.53 Designers and organizations have the opportunity to
become leaders in this changing landscape by making critical and
informed decisions on how they source and integrate materials
in their design proposals. While advances in material innovation
are taking place rapidly across the world, the industry still faces
challenges in its ability to integrate new materials into a workforce
comprised of conventional labourers. This gap has been further
exaggerated by developers who seek low up-front costs with little
consideration for a materials’ lifetime operation performance.
Furthermore, the building industry is multi-layered, with many
different professions (manufacturers, architects, contractors,
plumbers, electricians, laborers, and clients) who must all take

Fig. 025: SIP in construction. Sips can be
handled by 1 or 2 working men or crane
lifted into place.

leaps simultaneously to be truly innovative.
In recent years, interest in SIP design has grown due to the
introduction of streamlined assembly processes and technology,
reduction of construction time, and subsequent reduction of onsite labour.54 SIP deployment has maintained traction within the
US in recent years while other countries like Canada, Europe,
and Central America it is gaining momentum due to the rise in
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54Mayn ard , N. 2010. Structural in s u late d p an e ls h ave man y fan s, s o w h y
d on ’t more b uild e rs use th e m? B u i l de r. Aug ust 30th , 2010.

televised networks of tiny homes and off-grid living.
In the context of Brazil, building materials generally
comprise of stone-based materials like brick and concrete, but
new developments in fibre based compoents are beginning to
take shape in these regions as innovative technologies continue to
integrate themselves around the globe. 55 Upcoming and ongoing
investigations of cellulose-based materials will prove vital to
cement as it is not only a wood-based replacement, but also
as a cheap additive to manufactered stone based composites.

Fig. 026: Exploded Axonometric of Structurally Insulated Panel Construction

Organizations like MateriaLabDesign, based out of Sao Paulo,
have already joined the conversation of material sustainability
by using new social platforms and design as an iterative tool for
greater social impact.

55Cairn s Re g ion al Coun cil, “Sust ai n ab l e
Trop ical Build in g D e sig n : Guid el i n es
for Comme rcial Build in g s, ” 20 1 1 .
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5 6Kulb , Tan ia, an d Carol P iccin . “M at er ialab D e sig n ”. Mate rialab .Com. B r,
2017, h ttp ://mate rialab .com.b r /.

Fig. 027: SIP in context. Construction of
full dwelling
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Fig. 028: D iag ram re p re se n tin g h ow
new b uild in g comp on e n ts fit in to th e
ex istin g Sao Paulo b uild in g typ olog y
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PART III
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3 . 0 R E T H I N K I N G T H E WA S T E C H A I N

Looking beyond our
current take-usedispose industrial
model, the circular
economy gains
traction as it redefines
growth and prosperity
by focusing on positive
society-wide benefits.

62

3.1 THE MAINTENANCE
ECONOMY

Values like innovation and newness hold mass
appeal in governmental and industry leadership.

57

This

chapter explores broken and neglected urban infrastructures
and their theoretical frameworks that have been deployed

5 7Matte rn , Sh an n on . “Main te n an ce
An d Care ”. Place s, Nove mb e r 20 1 8 .
Acce sse d 29 Mar 2020. 3.

over time. Cities are built to sustain economies while
collectivly supporting all its inhabitants and industries.
By focusing on the global South context for its
sophisticated means of informal and formal recycling, this project
identified regions of substandard, informal urban settlements
often referred to as slums or favelas in Brazil, that were built
on squatted land that lack adequate infrastructure, formal city
involvement and support high population densities. These regions
and the people who inhabit them often turn to filling voids in the
formal economy such as recycling and maintenance through the
picking, sorting, recycling of discarded objects or material.58
Covering vast areas of Brazil, these favelas show
significant potential in their eligibility for slum transformation
and upgrading. If governments and industries were to address
these regions, perhaps we can imagine a world where physical
infrastructures support alternative ecologies to provide necessary
physical settings for industries like the recycling sector. In order to
fully understand this idea, we must first understand current waste
management practices and social inclusive strategies. Perhaps
this concept can be built through interventions at the juncture
between formal recycling workers and the informal economy of
recycling and maintenance.
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5 8Mare llo, Marta, an d An n He lweg e.
Solid Waste Man ag e me n t An d So ci al
In clusion Of Waste P icke rs: Opp o r t u n itie s An d Ch alle n g e s. 7th e d ., B o s t o n
U n ive rsity, 2020, p p . 1-6, Acces s ed 2 1
Mar 2020.

By providing frameworks and interventions that blur these
boundaries in everyday engagement, we can then understand the
value that social infrastructures play within this landscape.
This project aims to specifically address these economies
by introducing new frameworks that not only support waste
picker inclusion within Brazil, but allow new forms of social
transformation to take place. Through education, innovation,
recycling, engagement and inclusion, this project uses specific
collaboration techniques to deploy its intervention at a variety
of scales that will be addressed in subsequent chapters of this

5 9Ib id .

project.
Over time, society has pushed the labour of recycling and
maintenance out of sight. These foundational concepts which are
integral in our lives can be quite hard to see, let alone rearrange or
modify. 59 In the early development of European housing models,
maids, cooks and cleaners were given back access to the house’s
formal circulation, allowing services workers alternative routes

60Matte rn , Sh an n on . “Main te n an ce
An d Care ”. Place s, Nove mb e r 20 1 8 .
Acce sse d 29 Mar 2020. 5 -6

where families could not see the jobs and maintenance being
performed. 60 The recycling industry is no exception, our world’s
cities have developed sophisticated urban plans that keep waste
out of the way. By understanding how these systems participate
in our everyday life, this project can better contribute to the
conversation that aims to blur these boundaries and introduce
new concepts that embrace recycling, maintenance and repair as
a designing tool, not only for objects and places but for greater
socital inclusion and stronger economies.
Scholars in various fields have recently turned their focus
to ‘discard studies’ which include material waste streams and their
lifespans.61 Sociologist Jenna Burrel describes this shadow industry
as a network of entrepreneurial refurbishment and second-

61Ib id .

hand trade.62 Burrell argues that the focus is not in designing
new machines, but instead in “finding opportunities for agency
and innovation” in their provisioning, repair, and distribution.36

64

62J e n n a Burre ll, In visib le U se rs: Yo u t h i n t h e
In te rn e t Cafe s of U rb an Gh an a (Cam b r i d g e:
MIT Pre ss, 2012), 14 , 161, 180.

Present in almost all developing regions around the world, these
processes of transformation take place in the marginalized zones
of cities and have been witnessed through countless professional
photo-essay style assignments.63 But these shadow industries
aren’t always positioned in the background, these types of
transformations take place largely in underdeveloped regions of
the world.64 Referred to as a social performance, Burrel illustrates
how this industry is part of a public pedagogy, an ‘operating
theatre’ where repair, innovation, and education can take place
and encourage onlookers to engage by interest rather than as an
ideology forced upon them, extending not only the value of the
products they handle but also a mechanism of social interaction

Fig. 029: Waste Picker in landfill outside
city. 2016.

and transfer of knowledge.65 People gather, crowd, they watch
63Ib id .

and they learn.
In January 2020, I had the privilege to travel to Sao Paulo
to study ideas of waste management, the circular economy, and
cellulose recovery within the city. By engaging with varying local
agencies and industries, this project is able to participate in social
inclusiveness by proposing alternative systematic approaches
to resource recovery within the informal and formal recycling

64 Lisa Parks, “Me d ia Fixe s: Th ou g h t s
on Re p air Culture s, ” Flow, D e cem b er
16, 2013.

65 Matte rn , Sh an n on . “Main te n an ce
An d Care ”. Place s, Nove mb e r 20 1 8 .
Acce sse d 29 Mar 2020. 3.

economies of the city. By following the fundamental and biological
cycles that our earth lives by, only then can we participate in a
social metamorphosis that uses waste as a valuable resource
rather than ignoring its potential while searching for more finite
resources.66

65

66Mog h ad d amn ik, Re za. “Blurrin g
Boun d arie s: Waste As A Ve h icl e F o r
A Social Me tamorp h osis”. D alho u s i e
U n ive rity, 2013.

Fig. 030: Image of Informal waste cart in Sao Paulo
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3 . 2 T H E I N F O R M A L WA S T E C H A I N
T O D AY

Throughout the developing world, waste management
has been largely dominated by the Informal Waste Sector.

67

Various examples around the world demonstrate that informal
waste management can be both effective and challenging,

67Han d e , Sid d h arth . “T h e In formal
Waste Se ctor: a Solution to the Recyclin g Prob le m in d eve lop in g co u ntrie s” Fie ld Action s Scie n ce Re p o r t s .
T h e Journ al of Fie ld Action s, I n s t i t u t
Ve olia, 1 Mar. 2019. 29

reaching high levels of collection, material recovery rates, and
sophisticated social structures.

68

However, the adverse affects

68Ib id . 31

on the health of individuals involved in this system have gained
international attention. This section sets out to understand these
conditions by uncovering the many complexities of the recycling
industry in various regions of the global South.
In the current scenario, municipalities, multinational
organizations and waste management companies have struggled
to work with the informal stakeholders – despite evidence of

69Ib id . 28

the commercial, environmental and social benefits of forming
partnerships.69 The informal community, which is often seen
as a subset to the formal economy, has been able to generate
sophisticated systems throughout many cities around the
world, including in India, South East Asia, and Latin America.70
(Fig: 69,70,71)
Through preliminary research conducted in this thesis, varying
cities of the global South were chosen as case studies to identify
how and where waste was consumed, treated, recycled, and
processed. The following images depict zones, highlighted in
red, of three separate cities where informal collection and sorting
takes place.

67

70Ib id . 30

Fig. 031: Methane Escapes from a Sao Paulo Landfill. 2020

68

Fig. 032: Informal Settlements of
Manila, Philippines.

69

Fig. 033: Informal Settlements of
Bogota, Columbia

70

Fig. 034: Informal Settlements of
Mumbai, India
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Globally, the informal community has consistently
struggled with deploying systems that bridge the gap between
the informal and formal markets. While they remain part of a
centralized economy, the informal networks associated with
waste collection often work in sub-par conditions, rummaging
through landfills, collecting from streets and buying/trading

71Ib id . 31

between themselves. 71
In the networks observed in varying regions of the

72Ib id . 31

global South (Latin America, India, Southeast Asia), the informal
recycling chain is generally organized in ranks and defined by a
series of Aggregators and Processors. 72

73Ib id . 32

Level 1 Aggregator: Waste pickers often operate solo with
minimal to no input costs, collecting material from households,
community businesses, or landfills where a constant material
supply is found.44 Operating with no more than a cart or trolly, L1A
can collect up to half a tonne per day in raw unsorted material. 73

72

Fig. 035: Material Life-cycle and the
Informal Recycling Chain in Sao Paulo,
Brazil.

Level 2 Aggregator: Primarily buying from multiple L1
aggregators, L2 aggregators will often own their own private
facility, often on their own property or in partnership with

Fig. 036 - Informal Waste Chain
-These images depicts the Material
Life-cycle and the Informal Recycling
Chain in Sao Paulo, Brazil.

a local cooperative to handle greater volumes of waste.
Working in sophisticated patterns throughout the city fabric,
L2A begin to control the price fluxes of recovered material.

74

74Ib id . 32

Level 2 Processor: At this stage in the Informal Waste Chain (IWC),
sophisticated patterns of efficiency and sorting begin emerging
in where and how aggregators sort and sell their material. L2
processors often maintain a steady flows of waste and by selling
directly to before it is sold to the Formal Recycling Sector. Paper
waste is sold in bails to later be shredded and processed in the
phase called De-Inking. 75
De-Inking: Due to the high costs of a de-inking facility, it is
usually operated inside the formal recycling sector as it deals with
massive quantities of recovered fibre material that needs to be
cleaned, sorted, and separated from any unwanted contaminates
like stables, inks and plastics. Due to the nature of the de-inking

73

75 Ib id . 32

process, and much like the plastic recycling industry, fibre products
take part in a down-cycling system where fibre strength is lost
through chemical bleaching processes that occur in this phase.
This leads to problems of two major kinds; material degradation

76iBid . 32

creating a product of lesser strength each time it is recycled, and
the loss of material value, provoking industries to maintain virgin
extraction methods. 76
Intermediary: Following the de-inking process, fibres which

77Gutb e rle t, Jutta. “Sao P aulo Res ear ch
Follow -U p ”. Skyp e , 2020.

have been sorted and cleaned are then sold in large quantities to
a series of intermediary businesses who then sell to distributors as
a feedstock for new products. 77
Understanding the Informal Waste Chain is critical to this project’s
development as it strategically integrates itself into this system
to provide new value to fibre products before being sold to
intermediaries, distributors, and consumers. By providing new
opportunities for paper recovery and demonstrating options to
up-cycle fibre products back into society, this radical approach
is able to take part in a social metamorphosis that reintroduces
material back into the economy in the form of sustainable and
biodegradable building components.

Fig. 037: Coopermar Cooperative, Sao
Paulo, Brazil. 2020.
-The Coopermar warehouse where waste
pickers, drop off, clean, and sort material
in its appropriate waste stream.

74

Waste picking around the world is currently a predominant or
exclusive way for material to find its way back into the waste
stream before incineration or landfill disposal. In nations like
Brazil, informal waste inclusion is taking new steps towards
sustainable waste management by providing additional
supportive infrastructures and governmental support.
With the aid of technology and further transparency of global
industries, waste picking is becoming commonly recognized as a
driving force in the world of recycling.78 Despite the numerous
environmental and social benefits of waste picker inclusion, the
community remains widely excluded from segments of society
and in some regions is even illegal. These challanges give rise to
persistent poverty and substandard living conditions within these
nations, leading to the further discrimination and stigmatization.

Fig. 038: Sketches of Waste Chain understanding, 2020
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78M. d e Azeve d o, Ad alb e rto, Se bas t i án
Care n zo, Ch arle s Good luck, and J u t t a
Gutb e rle t, . 2016. In clusive Was t e
Gove rn an ce An d Grassroots In n o v a tion s For Scoial, En vrion me n tal A n d
Econ omic Ch an g e .. Can ad a: Recy cl i n g
N e tw orks an d Waste Gove rn ance.

3 . 3 R E T H I N K I N G T H E I N F O R M A L 		
WA S T E C H A I N

Like most countries in the global north, the economic
state of developing countries including Brazil has seen exponential
growth and urbanization with growing concerns regarding the
disposal of its waste. Until now, most urban local governments
have adopted an approach to waste management that is neither
sustainable nor responsible – identifying new landfill sites, filling
them with mixed waste and eventually moving on to new ones.50
This linear model, which has become a growing concern for many

79Boyd , Tob y. “Th e In formal Eco n o m y
in D eve lop in g N ation s: a Hid d en E ng in e of Grow th .” Th e In formal E co nomy in D eve lop in g Nation s: a H i d d en
En g in e of Grow th , World In te ll ect u al
P rop e rty Org an ization , 6AD

municipalities, is radically affecting the contexts in which they
are sited, leaking hazardous runoff and leachate into the soil and
groundwater of surrounding ecosystems. 79
This project identifies conventional solid waste
management strategies and argues that adopting an integrated
systematic approach can help not only the processes that
generate waste, but also enables cities officials to minimize waste

80Han d e , Sid d h arth . “Th e In formal
Waste Se ctor: a Solution to the Recyclin g Prob le m in d eve lop in g co u ntrie s” Fie ld Action s Scie n ce Re p o r t s .
T h e Journ al of Fie ld Action s, I n s t i t u t
Ve olia, 1 Mar. 2019. 29

accumulation.80 Using a community-based approach with the aid
of local experts and agencies, this project integrates itself within
the waste chain, aiming to re-route existing flows back into the
economy. These ideals, which employ a circular economy model,
can be further supported when all acting stakeholders of the
waste chain understand its intentions. 81

81Ote n g -Ab ab io, M. Re th in kin g w as t e
as a re source : in sig h ts from a l o w -i n come commun ity in Accra, Gh an a.
City Te rrit Arch it 1, 10 (2014 ). h t t p s : //
d oi.org /10.1186/2195 -2701-1-1 0

Throughout Brazil, and much of the developing world,
solid waste management has become a high priority for policy
makers and governments alike. In addition to the Formal
Recycling Sector (FRS) there are a range of robust waste ‘experts’
or catadores in Brazil, that collect, transport, and recycle to make a
living out of waste, albeit under the radar of the formal economy.82
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82Miran d a Rib e iro, Flávio d e . “Fr o m
In formal to Provid e rs: A Sao P au l o
State p e rsp e ctive for w aste p icker s at
Brazilian Solid Waste Policy”, W as t e
P icke rs At Solid Waste Policy. O ecd .
Org , 2016. 5 .

These informal pickers consist of not only grassroot level
waste collectors but a series of middlemen who aggregate,
sort and transport waste to the appropriate recycling facilities.
Informal collection offers many advantages over the FRS as
it effectively reduces the amount of waste ending up in local
streets and landfills. Collectively operating in the hundreds
of thousands, collectors and pickers often contribute to
almost 90% of their cities’ recycling efforts, resulting in

83Miran d a Rib e iro, Flávio d e . “Fr o m
In formal to Provid e rs: A Sao P au l o
State p e rsp e ctive for w aste p icker s at
Brazilian Solid Waste Policy”, W as t e
P icke rs At Solid Waste Policy. O ecd .
Org , 2016. 5 .

billions of dollars a year saved in waste processing fees.83
While these staggering numbers allude to the significance
of the IRS, little attention is given from the formal economy.
Seen as scavengers in the city, formal society often turns a
blind eye to their efforts and instead sees them as a nuisance
within the urban fabric. Informal collectors deal with a range of
challenging and problematic day-to-day conditions, working in
sometimes extremely poor conditions like open air landfills or
contaminated collection areas. Recent attention from academic
research, NGO’s, and government funded cooperatives are
beginning to recognise picking as a viable occupation within the
city by providing new facilities with appropriate care and personal

84 Mare llo, Marta, an d An n He lweg e.
Solid Waste Man ag e me n t An d So ci al
In clusion Of Waste P icke rs: Opp o r t u n itie s An d Ch alle n g e s. 7th e d ., B o s t o n
U n ive rsity, 2020, p p . 1-6, Acces s ed 2 1
Mar 2020.

protective equipment.84
With added governmental and industrial support,
informal waste collectors can spur grassroots investments to
reduce poverty while providing additional benefits to the socioeconomic and environmental conditions of these regions.85 Thus,
new solutions can be hypothesized to create guiding principles
that could then be adapted and applied within the global North.
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85 Alte r Ch e n , Marth a, an d Vic Va n
Vuure n . Coop e ration amoun g Wo r ker s
In Th e In formal Econ omy: A Fo cu s
On Home -Base d Worke rs An d W as t e
P icke rs. 3rd e d ., In te rn ation al L ab o u r
Org an ization An d Wome n In In f o r m al
Emp loyme n t: Glob alizin g An d O r g a n izin g , 2017, p p . 10-21, Acce ss ed 2 1
Mar 2020.

3.4 CHALLENGES + OPPORTUNITIES
OF SOCIAL INCLUSION

Waste picking is an anonymous venture, often working
alone, the field is primarily dominated by families and microenterprises of women, children and elderly relatives.86 In general,
the appeal of waste picking comes from low barriers of entry and
decent profit margins as waste is has value and a steady supply

86Mare llo, Marta, an d An n He lweg e.
“Solid Waste Man ag e me n t an d So ci al
In clusion of Waste P icke rs: Opp o rtun itie s an d Ch alle n g e s - Marta
Mare llo, An n He lw e g e , 2018.” SAGE
J ourn als, Mare llo an d He lw e g e. 20 1 6

chain. However, waste picking is seen as a negative role in formal
societies as it can be difficult for workers to obtain sufficient
recognition and proper workers rights.87 Resulting in lower class

87 Ib id .

societies turning to city streets to collect, sort, and sell secondhand material for a living. This negative outlook on city inhabitants
has exponentially grown in recent years and further divided the
cities economies.
Notwithstanding, the informality of this work allows
waste pickers to bypass much of the formal responsibilities that

88iBid . 5 .

the FRS is forced to comply with, further creating a disjunction
between the informal and formal economies.88 While innovative
waste management strategies are taking centre stage,
research conducted in this thesis will generate new paradigms
and conversations around waste recovery and take part in a
conversation of social inclusion. Although equipment could
significantly raise productivity, waste picker methods are labour
intensive due to the scale of operation and a lack of available
governmental funding.89
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89Mare llo, Marta, an d An n He lweg e.
Solid Waste Man ag e me n t An d So ci al
In clusion Of Waste P icke rs: Opp o r t u n itie s An d Ch alle n g e s. 7th e d ., B o s t o n
U n ive rsity, 2020, p p . 1-6, Acces s ed 2 1
Mar 2020.

3.5 INCLUSION AS A SOLUTION
C O O P E R AT I V E S , T E C H N O L O G Y, A N D P O L I C Y

Throughout much of Brazil, recycling cooperatives are
becoming increasingly more sophisticated through municipal
and state involvement to fund their working spaces, machines,
and waste transport vehicles. Sao Paulo is home to between forty
to eighty cooperatives, all acting at various levels of collection
and sorting.90 Often under agreement with local municipalities,

90Alfe rs, Laura, e t al. “Basic Categ o r i es
of Waste Picke rs.” WIEGO, WIE GO.
2020, w w w.w ie g o.org /b asic-cat eg o rie s-w aste -p icke rs

cooperatives are comprised of numerous waste collectors, sorters,
and sellers who collect recyclables directly from households and

91Ib id .

shop owners.91
Through field work conducted in this thesis, it was
observed that most cooperatives consist of large, open
warehouses to conduct their operations. Split into varying zones,
trucks first unload unsorted waste into large bins before it enters
a conveyor belt system where workers sort waste by hand into
their appropriate material streams. Materials with limited or no
value, often small pieces of plastic, metal or paper, will remain
unsorted and accumulates day-by-day in large containers
at the back of the system. This conglomerate of materials,
referred to as ‘Rejecto’ is a by-product of the recycling chain and
often becomes the main supply for landfills and incinerators.
Fig. 039: ‘Rejeito’ The bi-product of informal recycling.

Subsequent zones in cooperatives include machine
operated compactors, shredders, and forklifts to move bailed
and compacted material. Warehouses have offices, kitchens,
and lavatories as well as health and safety personal protective
equipment.
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Cooperatives’ main objectives are to improve catadore
livelihoods by defining strategies to increase the revenue from
recyclables and by training catadores in sustainable business
practices.92 Additional support will often come from the local
development banks and NGOs. In contrast to the low standards of

92Be se n , Gin a Rizp ah , an d He le n a
Rib e iro. “Se le ctive w aste colle ct i o n i n
th e São Paulo Me trop olitan Reg i o n :
imp acts of th e N ation al Solid W as t e
Policy” Amb ie n te & Socie d ad e , H eal t h
Scie n ce s - U n ive rsity of Sao P au l o ,
Se p t. 2017.

living among most Latin American waste pickers, some Brazilian
cooperative members own cars and almost all own cell phones.
They all wear uniforms and some use safety measures such as
gloves and safety glasses while collecting. Nonetheless, they

93Ib id .

live well outside the mainstream of São Paulo’s median standard
of living and still face significant challenges for greater social
inclusion.93

Fig. 040: Image from Inside Coopermar
Cooperative, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Fig. 041: Image 2 from Inside Coopermar
Cooperative, Sao Paulo, Brazil
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3.5.1 INCLUSION AS A SOLUTION
C O O P E R AT I V E S , T E C H N O L O G Y, + P O L I C Y

As countries look for new methods of waste management,
inclusion of the informal sector offers the hope of achieving
higher recycling rates and greater economic cohesion.94 This
chapter addresses the many complexities surrounding social
inclusion and waste recovery techniques. Often referred to as
an ‘integrated solid waste management’ strategy, organizations
like The World Bank and InterAmerican Development Bank

94 Be se n , Gin a Rizp ah , an d He le n a
Rib e iro. “Se le ctive w aste colle ct i o n i n
th e São Paulo Me trop olitan Reg i o n :
imp acts of th e N ation al Solid W as t e
Policy” Amb ie n te & Socie d ad e , H eal t h
Scie n ce s - U n ive rsity of Sao P au l o ,
Se p t. 2017.

have both successfully funded waste picker integration through
cooperatives, NGOs, and public private relationships.95 Advocacy
organizations such as WIEGO 68 have called for an intensification
of such efforts through access to credit and technology, as well
as through partnerships to collect recyclables in underserved
communities. 96 These measures have given many waste pickers
higher standards of living, economic security and a sense of
inclusion within society.
While collaboration between the formal and informal
sector appears desirable, two trends can become apartment: the

95 Mare llo, Marta, an d An n He lweg e.
“Solid Waste Man ag e me n t an d So ci al
In clusion of Waste p icke rs: Op p o r t u n i tie s an d Ch alle n g e s - Marta M ar el l o ,
An n He lw e g e , 2018.” SAGE Jou r n al s ,
Mare llo an d He lw e g e . 2016
96Alfe rs, Laura, e t al. “Basic Categ o r i es
of Waste Picke rs.” WIEGO, WIE GO.
2020, w w w.w ie g o.org /b asic-cat eg o rie s-w aste -p icke rs.

97Ib id .

privatization and modernization of the waste sector. With each
implying the other, both pose underlying threats to waste pickers,
whether part of a cooperative or not.97 First, privatization would
immediately add large competitors to the waste sector, but due
to private corporations advnacing with technology-intensive
systems, it would limit waste pickers access to material supply.98
On the other hand, this model holds a unique advantages where
political involvement is leading the way for bridging these
economies and their integration. It is common to see user-based
data collection coming from many platforms around the city;
notably through tech based programs like ‘Cataki’, a phone
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based application designed in 2013 to aid in the efficiency and
inclusion of the Informal Waste Sector.99 ‘Cataki’ is revolutionizing

99Ib id .8

how waste pickers travel, collect and sort the waste from the city.
Operating much like a dating site, pickers create online profiles
with their collection vehicle and ideal waste streams.

100

Allowing

100P imp ad ore s move me n t. (2013. Cat a kiAp p , Ve rsion 1.8.8. Cataki.org

store owners or corporations to post pictures of their unwanted
waste, which is geographically located within the app’s mapping
feature. With notifications, pictures, and descriptions forming the
structure of the app, pickers can increase productivity, efficiency
and contribute to alternative forms of waste management.101

101Ib id .2

Examples like these are increasingly present throughout Brazil
and are creating precedents for other countries. These new
options for waste pickers create deeper integration in society
and helps promote the many benefits of integrated solid waste
management. Frameworks provided in this thesis set out to
understand not only current waste management practices of
Sao Paulo, Brazil but aim to understand how the integration of
new digital platforms can create alternative forms of recycling
engagement within the city, concepts which will be described in
subsequent chapters.
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Fig. 042: Formal Recycling Collection
vechile dumping wood scraps in Landfill.

3.6 SELECTIVE COLLECTION +
FORMAL RECYCLING

Waste collection is a public service in Brazil, following
directives laid out by the Federal Constitution, recycling has
become an integral part of the country’s formal and informal
economies. 102 However, some municipalities have begun taking
steps to introduce new partnerships within the informal and private
sector. Their activities are interdependent but complementary,

102Carb on e lli Camp os, Juacyara, an d
Raque l Gre ice D e Souza Marot t a.
Mun icip al Solid Waste in Brazi l : A
Revie w. 2n d e d ., vol. 35 , Fe d er al Un ive rsity of Rio D e Jan e iro, 2017 .

and make urban sustainability possible by advocating for more
rational use of natural resources and inputs. Furthermore, it
significantly reduces the final disposal of solid waste which
generate greenhouse gases.103 In recent years, practices have

103Alfe rs, Laura, e t al. “Basic Categ o r i es
of Waste Picke rs.” WIEGO, WIE GO.
2020, w w w.w ie g o.org /b asic-cat eg o rie s-w aste -p icke rs.

been adopted by the formal economy that supports selective
collection to enhance environmental and human health. These
alternative models also embrace the concept of Walter R. Stahel’s
Performance Economy (PE). 104 With a vision of an economy of
loops, it aims to stimulate job creation, economic competitiveness,

104 Stah e l, Walte r. “Circular Econ o m y
Sch ools Of Th oug h t.” Elle n MacA rth ur Foun d ation , Elle n MacArt h u r
Foun d ation , 2016.

and waste prevention. Similar to a ‘Cradle to Cradle’ approach,
the Performance Economy draws on several specific approaches
that participate in a more Circular Economy (CE). With power in
numbers, the PE is a labour force that is evidently present within
the recycling industry.
Fig ure 04 3: illustrate s th e se le ctive w aste colle ction situation i n
th e mun icip alitie s of th e São P au l o
Me trop olitan Re g ion in 2013, wi t h
th e mun icip alitie s th at h ave se t u p
se le ctive colle ction me th od s sh o w n
in b lack.
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While many countries throughout the global South have
identified the benefits of waste picker inclusion, many still lack the
appropriate governmental action to do so. Additionally, research
conducted by the Health Sciences department at the University
of Sao Paulo illustrates how selective collection with the inclusion
of waste pickers can increase volumes and efficiencies within the
waste chain.105 Their research showcases the potential of inclusive
waste management in semi-organized situations. This thesis
builds upon this identified area of inclusive waste management to
provide opportunity for the Level 2 Processor stage to take waste
into a building product that can further assist in the inclusion of
waste pickers as countries work to manage growing rates of solid
waste.

Fig. 044: Formal Waste Chain
-These images depicts the Material
Life-cycle and the Formal Recycling Chain
in Sao Paulo, Brazil.
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105 Be se n , Gin a Rizp ah , an d He le n a
Rib e iro. “Se le ctive w aste colle ct i o n i n
th e São Paulo Me trop olitan Reg i o n :
imp acts of th e N ation al Solid W as t e
Policy” Amb ie n te & Socie d ad e , H eal t h
Scie n ce s - U n ive rsity of Sao P au l o ,
Se p t. 2017.

3.7 BUILDING FROM SECOND
G E N E R AT I O N M AT E R I A L S

Waste was once seen as a burden on our industries
and communities; however, shifting attitudes and a better understanding of the depletion of natural resources has led to the
identification of waste as a valuable resource that demands responsible solutions for collecting, separating, managing, and re-

106Le h man n , Ste ffe n . “Re source Reco ve ry an d Mate rials Flow in th e Ci t y. ”
Sustain ab ility D eve lop me n t Law an d
Policy, vol. 11, n o. 1, 2011, p p . 2 8 -2 9

covering.106 Over the last decade the holistic concept of a “zero
waste” lifecycle has emerged as part of a cultural shift and a new
way of thinking about materials after their product life span. 107

107Ib id . 31

Slums around the world have largely accepted recycling
as a means of survival. In Sao Paulo, Brazil, the conglomerate
organization of pickers has the potential to upgrade their living
condition from objects discarded by the formal economy.
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By

exploring recycled paper, bleached and unbleached pulps and
various other cellulitic fibre types, this project aims to support a
range of pickers who generally collect one main material, thus
empowering an economy of paper collectors to provide additional inputs for the creation of new building components. First, it is
important to understand some of the innovative products currently being made from waste in developing regions around the
world.
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2020 ,

CASE STUDY 1:
PLASTIC LUMBER

Plastic lumber has been developed and sold worldwide
as a competitive alternative to traditional timber framed products. Produced by several manufacturers around the world, main
uses have revolved around decking, roofing, and furniture. With
increased global production and consumption of plastic, this material is well suited in its ability to turn old used plastic into structurally stable products that have the characteristics of extruded
plastic.

109

The use of plastic in place of lumber prevents defor-

estation and embraces circular economic principles in its ability
to be recycled again into future plastic products. As the product
is injectable, moulded or extruded, it has the ability to be blended
with alternative agents to increase its fire-retardant and water-repellant qualities. However, the processes in which these products
are made have extreme environmental consequences as they
produce highly toxic off gasses. The advantages of up/recycling
and less waste are commonly known, but also must be critically
analysed alongside the disadvantages including the production of
greenhouse gas, the negative carbon footprint and the offgassing
side-effects of plastic lumber. 110

Fig. 045: Plastic Lumber
Fig. 046: Plastic Lumber 2
109A. d os San tos, Fe rn an d a. “P roces s i n g
An d Prop e rtie s Of Plastic Lum b er ”.
In Te ch Op e n , D e c. 2018. Acces s ed 2 1
Ma r 2020
110Ib id .
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CASE STUDY 2:
N E W S PA P E R W O O D

NewspaperWood is a relatively new innovative material
that reverses the production process of making paper by making
a wood-like material out of newspapers. NewspaperWood feedstocks include both pre- and post consumer recycled paper from
printing presses in Eindhoven, Netherlands, where the material
was developed and designed by Mieke Meijer with his company
Vij5. 111
The striking visual quality of NewspaperWood is its resemblance to natural wood. The manufacturer purposely cuts the
many layers of glued newspaper that comprise the raw material
to reveal dramatic curvilinear shapes resembling timber. Despite
this close resemblance, it is evident upon close inspection that
NewspaperWood is not a virgin lumber material. Nevertheless, it
can be processed just like wood—including milling, cutting, and
sanding. While this is a great example of ingenuity and design, it
still lacks the ability to be recycled back into a form of production,
due to the chemical nature of the binding agents and glues the
Fig. 047: Newspaper Wood 1
Fig. 048: Newspaper Wood 2

material uses.112

111Me ije r, Mie ke . “Ab out.” Ne w sp ap erWood , 2014 .
112ib id .
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CASE STUDY 3:
MODROOF

The modular roofing system named ModRoof is made
from cardboard and agricultural waste. Founded by Hasit Ganatra, an engineering graduate from the University of Southern California who formed the company ReMaterials in India, it took 300
attempts in two years to develop the product. The cardboard is
shredded and then blended into a pulp with the addition of water. Organic fibers such as cardboard, bamboo, and sugar-cane
are added for reinforcement and the final mixture is poured into
a mold with no harmful additives. It is cold pressed to extract the
water in order to form the hardened panel. The panels are then
heated and dried before a waterproofing paint is added. The
modular panel can be interlocked with the surrounding panels,
making it easy to install and maintain. 113
ReMaterials is an exceptional example of a company that is striving to create alternative building components
for the developing world. Furthermore, the material positions
itself well within the global south for its easy material sourc-

Fig. 049: Modroof 1
Fig. 050: Modroof 2

ing, production, installation and maintenance, which can mostly be done without specific sophisticated technologies.

114

Understanding existing building techniques and material innovations within Sao Paulo is vital in understanding how
and where new fibre based building components could fit with-

113Gan atra, Hasit. “Hig h Quality A fford ab le Roofin g .” Mod roof. 20 17.
h ttp s://w w w.mod roof.

in the economy. This chapter lists only a few of many innovative building materials being used throughout Brazil and other
developing countries. Much like ModRoof, this thesis provides
alternative material innovations that benefit from second generation feedstocks while preserving virgin resources and ex-
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cluding the use of any toxic adhesives. The critical new element
is a technique for processing paper waste called fibrulation.
Helping illustrate the growing potential of NMFC, a series

of

designs

for

architectural

building

components

will be produced to demonstrate NMFC and its processes as a viable solution for self-sourced building components to be made available to waste pickers in Sao Paolo.
Using the natural high strength hydroxyl bonds of fibres in NMFC
blend, this thesis reimagines recovered paper and cardboard and
will create prototype building components that take place in a circular economy.

Fig. 051: Prototype NMFC building block
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In early 2020, I had
the priviliage to travel
to Sao Paulo, Brazil to
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management, the
circular economy, and
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PART IV MATERIAL EXPLORATIONS
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4 . 0 M AT E R I A L E X P L O R AT I O N S
M AT E R I A L A R C H I V I N G

“As an architect, we
design for the present,
with an awareness of
the past, for a future
which is essentially
unknown.”
- Norman Foster
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4.1 M AT E R I A L D E V E LO P M E N T
NEXT STEPS

Using resources within Carleton’s engineering departments,
a series of tests will be conducted to determine the products
relevancy within the building industry. In order to understand the
thermal properties of the material, I will use a vacuum autoclave
to thermally modify the NMFC material and perform a series of
standardized defined tests at varying temperatures for various
lengths of time to create a matrix of samples. As thermal
modification changes the properties of various species of wood
differently, I must determine the internal changes for NMFC.
To help with this, discussions with research partner Professor
Owen Rowland and his biology lab at Carleton University will
serve as the format for this objective. Research assistant, Quinn
MacDonald (biology), who provided early guidance will assist in
understanding how plant-based polymers and oils create unique
agents to assist in the hydrophobic, and environmental qualities
of the NMFC SIP.
During testing, the material will be observed on an hourly
basis, with surface readings taken with our Infrared laser
thermometer. Milling samples or ‘paddles’ for structural testing
will help us achieve ASTM results regarding the materials tensile,
compressive, and shear rate forces. To gain an understanding of
the application of NMFC material for structural use, tests will be
required at both a material level and structural component level.
Through Professor Jeffrey Erochko, existing universal load frames
in the structural laboratory at Carleton University will be used to
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load/test small-scale material samples and the full-thickness SIP
samples that are fabricated of cellulosic material feedstocks,
providing myself and our team with material structural data to
inform design decisions about the future potential uses of these
materials in architectural applications.
To conduct steady-state laboratory testing for insulative
qualities, a guarded hot box constructed at Carleton University
will be used. This apparatus allows for the steady-state testing of
a 500 mm by 500 mm [1’-6’’ x 1’-6’’] wall specimen being installed
between two chambers; the first representing outdoor conditions
and kept constant at -15°C and the second representing indoor
conditions and held at 24°C. This facility allows for the effective
heat flux to be measured through the 500 mm by 500 mm [1’6’’ x 1’-6’’] section, using heated plates and digital monitoring of
the material inside and out. The computer software THERM will
be used to predict the thermal performance of the wall, with
experimental data being used to calibrate the models. THERM
was developed by Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory, and
uses a two-dimensional, steady-state, finite element method
to determine heat flux and the temperature distribution within
building envelope sections. Using these methods, the overall
effective thermal resistance of the prefabricated building
components will be determined.
These tests will be specifically designed to help illustrate the
NMFC potential in the built environment. Providing vital material
knowhow and scientific development in how second-generation
materials may become the key to alternative material solutions
around the globe.
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4.2 ARTISAN SCALE MAKING

To better understand the material at all scales, my investigations continued upon return to Carleton University supported by tools and equipment in the CSALT laboratory 115 necessary
to begin making small scale composite panels. I began forming
questions that focused on artisan scale making to explore recovery techniques without the sophisticated machinery that Zeoform’s technology requires.
I first began rummaging through the Architecture school
to collect varying paper types to sort and refine with using a standardized Vitamix blender. These techniques that seemed quite
quantitative, enaged me in a more qualitative world by performing waste picker techniques of selective collection. Over a matter
of weeks of paper board making I began to notice recognizable
differences in pulp colour, strength, and texture from various
fibres collected and the type of paper that it subsequently produced, allowing me to formulate broader conversations around
paper recovery and understand forms of knowledge that pickers
would accumulate over a lifetime of picking.

Fig. 052: P roce ss p h oto of artisan
scale makin g , Carle ton U n ive rs i t y,
2019
Fig. 053: P roce ss p h oto of artisan
scale makin g , p ap e r p ulp . Carle ton U n ive rsity, 2019

115 Th e Carle ton Se n sory Arch ite ct u r e
an d Limin al Te ch n olog ie s (CSA LT )
lab oratory is a facility in th e A z r i el i
Sch ool of Arch ite cture & U rb a n i s m
le d b y Profe ssor Sh e ryl Boyle . I t
in clud e s mid -scale w e t con str u ct i o n
e quip me n t as w e ll as h an d an d d i g i t al
fab rication tools an d asse mb l y ar eas
w h ich h ouse d th e se e xp loratio n s .
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Using only recovered paper and water, these analogous
explorations created prototype building blocks in standard dimensions (5’’ x 5’’ x 1’’) which were in similar proportion to prototypes created in Australia. This artisan scale experimentation has
helped me imagine what scales of operation could be deployed
within the Sao Paulo context with relatively simple tools and infrastructure.

Fig. 054: Photo of pa per pu lp
ca s t ed bloc k 1,C a r leton Uni v er sit y, 20 19
Fig. 055: Photo of pa per pu l p
ca s t ed bloc k 2 ,C a r leton Uni v er si t y, 20 19
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4 . 3 PA P E R M A K I N G

After thorough research and analysis of traditional and
modernized artisanal paper making processes, I began to design
and fabricate my own set of handmade paper making tools.
Similar to processes perfected in the 18th and 19th century,
paper was first cut into inch sized pieces before a soaking
period in water for up to twenty-four hours. Once fibres were
fully saturated, I combined with more waste paper in a vitamix
blender to create a porridge like consistency of shredded pulp.
After multiple repetitions, I began to develop a tacit knowledge
for the pulps consistency and appearance to achieve the best
results. For example, if one is planning on making many sheets
of the same colour paper, all pulp should be made prior to mat
forming as introducing more mixed papers mid process will

Fig. 056: 18’’ x 24’’ Ash frame for
paper making, 20 19

dramatically effect both the strength of paper as well as its overall
appearance. Ideal fibres would be comprised of print making
paper, watercolour paper and cotton type papers for their initial
fibre strength and off-white appearance. Additionally, one could
add a small amount of cardboard to the mix to create a slight
tanned appearance after drying.
Next, pulp is thoroughly mixed together and placed in a
separate container (#1) with ratios of 10:1 water to pulp. Using
a previously constructed mould + deckle (M+D), I gently slid
the M+D inside container #1 from the longest edge and with a
scooping motion to allow for pulp to fully disperse itself along the
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Fig. 057: P h oto of p ap e r p ulp cas te d p roce s.
Carle ton U n ive rsity, 2019

metal screen of the deckle. Once fully dissolved and dispersed
on top the deckle, I raised the M+D out of the pulpish water,
while giving short back and forth motions in a perpendicular
direction. This allowed fibres to equally settle as the water drained
through the screen behind it. After letting the pulp rest for a few
moments, I lifted the deckle off the mould to reveal about a 1/8’’
formed pulp mat. Next, using a large paint roller, I would slowly
and consistently apply pressure to the top of the new pup mat.
This process applies even pressure along the saturated mat and
pushes water through the supporting screen behind. With a clean
flat surface topped by absorbent towel adjacent to the container,
I would flip my mould with the pulp mat, onto the dry absorbent
towel. This uniform motion will ideally remove the pulp mat from
the mould screen and leave a wet pressed paper mat on the
absorbing towel. Following these steps, the mats are ready for the
press, which Technical Instructors, Mark MacGuigan and Robert
Wood were kind enough to provide an old book press, appropriate
for rethinking paper. The paper mats would ideally sit for 2-3 days

Fig. 058: Ph oto of Mould an d D eckle for castin g p ap e r. 1
Carle ton U n ive rsity, 2019
Fig. 059: P h oto of Mould an d D eckle for castin g p ap e r. 2
Carle ton U n ive rsity, 2019

under consistent pressure to ensure a flat drying process.

Fig. 060: Photo of Paper press,
borrowed from Mark MacGuigan
and Robert Wood, Azrieli School of
Architecture and Urbanism
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Fig. 061: Photo Montage of Informal
Waste Pickers of the Global South.
-Printed on hand-made paper for Colloquium 2. 2020.
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In the simplest form of paper recovery, this exploratory
hands-on experiment started to identify and illustrate concepts
and techniques that could be directly applied to the forming of
NMFC in flat stock panels. The aim of this exploration was to familiarize myself with the tacit knowledge of making in similar
fashion to what Martin Ernegg at Zeo has achieved over the years
of his work, ultimately furthering my understanding of paper recovery techniques and reimagining how waste flows of paper
could be rerouted back into new products.

Fig. 062: Paper made by hand 1
Carleton University, 2019

Fig. 063: Paper made by hand 2
Carleton University, 2019
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5 . 0 M AT E R I A L D E P L O Y M E N T
G LO B A L S O U T H C O N T E X T

“A slum is not a chaotic
collection of structures;
but a dynamic
collection of individuals
who have figured
out how to survive in
the most adverse of
circumstances.”
Redi s c ov er i ng Dha r a v i , K a lpa na Sha r ma 2000
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5.1 CONTEXTUALIZING
A LT E R N A T I V E F R A M E W O R K S

Focusing on a global South context, this project aims
to demonstrate new waste management frameworks while
providing valuable information for waste recyclers to reimagine
current paper waste flows within their immediate surroundings.
It is estimated that more than a million tonnes of paper and
cardboard waste end up unsorted and mixed with conventional
solid waste in Sao Paulo landfills each year.

116

However, with

added funding and support from governments and industry

Fig. 064: Worker using wood products
in construction. Brazil, 2016.

leaders, waste pickers can dramatically increase their efficiency
and productivity while improving the livelihoods of the pickers
themselves. Investigations of the Philippines, India, and Latin
American recycling sectors show universal dependence on the
informal recycling sector in its ability to provide job security,
sophisticated social structures, and greater economic and
environmental benefits.117 In the current scenario, municipalities,
multinational organizations and waste management companies
have struggled to work with the informal stakeholders – despite
evidence of the commercial, environmental and social benefits of
forming partnerships.
“Participatory systems analyses are pretty unique. It’s very
difficult to understand a larger system if you don’t even talk to
the people who live within that system. They’re the ones that
need to decide what’s the appropriate approach to dealing with
the waste issue.” 118
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116Elle n MacArth ur Foun d ation . 20 1 5 .
Build in g Blocks of a Circular E co n omy. Elle n MacArth ur Foun d at i o n .
Re fe re n ce d 7 D e ce me b e r 2019 .
117Gall, Markus e t al. “Build in g A Ci r cu lar Plastics Econ omy With In fo r m al
Waste P icke rs: Re cycle Quality,
Busin e ss Mod e l, An d Socie tal I mp acts”. Re source s, Con se rvation A n d
Re cyclin g , vol 15 6, 2020.
118Marsh all, Rach ae l. “Re cyclin g F aces
Ch alle n g e s In D eve lop in g Coun t r i es ”.
U Of G N e w s, 2020.

By keeping materials inside the recycling chain for as log as
possible, designing for disassembly, and understanding it’s
potential future uses, this project not only embraces circular
economic principles, but is able to provide greater material value
for pickers to upgrade their living conditions and communities by
re-routing the waste stream back into their economy.
The concept of end-user engagement and participation is the
core method and approach for this thesis and can be further
exemplified when all stakeholders take action. If we look at the big
picture, informal recycling is intrinsically linked and embedded
within the urban fabric. The contrast of development, history, and
people are vast, and traces of these changes are present within
the depths and surfaces of these landscapes.

Fig. 065: Digital sketch of waste Picker
and their environment.
-This image depicts the potential in
upgrading selective components within
communities. Identifying where NMFC
could be used within the context of Sao
Paulo.
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5.2 ENGAGING IN THE
C O N V E R S AT I O N

This project proposes alternative methods of public
engagement, through a long-term architectural initiative that
uses pamphlet style architectures to inform and educate the
public on material recovery solutions and the benefits of waste
picker inclusion.
Designed as a series of engaging mediums, the first
is a 12 sided fold-out brochure that encases vital cellulose
material know-how into a comprehensive infographic that can
be distributed to industry leaders, public NGO’s and recycling
cooperatives. Both encouraging and educating the broader
public on the potential of second-generation paper waste as a
viable source for new building components. The information
illustrated on this pamphlet will not only build a thriving,
sustainable business model that uses renewable materials
and innovative technology but also contribute to high-value
eco-friendly products to create new market opportunity.
Illustrated on the reserve side of the pamphlet is a series
of building component outputs that could be designed using
material know-how demonstrated on the front. Effectively acting
as a product demand checklist and material recovery solution
methodolgy.
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Fig. 066: Pamphlet Architectures 1

F i g. 067 B u i lding the Pa per Ec onom y : Mate rial D e p loyme n t P amp h le t
T hi s Pa m phl et depic ts the m a ter ia l sol u tion s p rop ose d th roug h th is th e sis.
Il l u str a ting i dea l ma ter ia l feedstoc k s a nd p roce ssin g te ch n ique s.
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Pamphlet 2
The second pamphlet is aimed at illustrating the many
complexities of the informal and formal recycling sectors of Sao
Paulo. Focus is directed towards demographic analysis, urban
material waste streams, and 5 proposed concepts of how to
integrate economic and social change through informal inclusion.
Together these pamphlets are designed to be integrated
throughout the city fabric, engaging with all stakeholders of the
recycling chain and broadening household collection techniques
by illuminating the newfound solutions of paper waste products.
Illustrated on the back side of this pamphlet is both
current and proposed recycling centres in the Sao Paulo
Metropolitan Area. Helping both pickers and city dwellers identify
selective collection regions of the city and where to bring paper
waste products that be transformed into material products.
While the topic of waste management and informal
picker inclusion holds complexity around the globe, concepts
proposed through this thesis aim to learn from global South waste
management strategies in order to be studied, analysed and later
applied within the global North as we also begin the search for
alternative material recovery solutions from the fall out of the
National Sword Policy.
Together these documents will serve not only as a vital
tool for understanding the complexities of the informal recycling
sector, but also demonstrate how newly discovered material
solutions can be integrated and adapted into the recycling industry.
Through the formation of new talking points for professionals,
academics and the general public, these pamphlets aim to raise
awareness of the growing benefits, issues, and potential of waste
picker inclusion.
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Fig. 068: Pamphlet Architectures 1

F i g. 069 B u il di ng the Pa per Ec onomy : W aste Picke r In clusion Pamp h le t
T hi s Pa m phl et depic ts the c u r r ent a nd prop ose d me th od s of w aste p icke r in clus i o n i n Sa o Pa u lo, B r a z i l.
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5.3 CONCEPTS OF DEPLOYMENT

The concept behind integrated and sustainable waste
management implies a hierarchy of objectives, that include
the minimization of waste; maximizing reuse and job creation,
and the promotion of its benefits to the broader public.

119

In

conjunction to the research conducted in this thesis, new
academic and professional relationships have developed at the
University of Victoria, BC, University of Sao Paulo, and Industry
leaders in NSW, Australia. These relationships have proved vital
to the development of these complex issues and show promise
in providing alternative social platforms that engage in broader
conversations of waste management and material recovery
techniques. 120
Over the last decade, academic research into Brazilian
waste pickers has become increasing more evident.

121

With

power in numbers, this thesis joins the conversation of inclusive
waste management while taking part in a formal transaction of
local material knowledge and material recovery solutions that can
be adapted, understood and be deployed in a variety of contexts.
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119Be se n , Gin a Rizp ah , an d He le n a
Rib e iro. “Se le ctive w aste colle ct i o n i n
th e São Paulo Me trop olitan Reg i o n :
imp acts of th e N ation al Solid W as t e
Policy” Amb ie n te & Socie d ad e , H eal t h
Scie n ce s - U n ive rsity of Sao P au l o ,
Se p t. 2017.
120Gutb e rle t, Jutta. “My Re se arch . ” J u t t a
Gutb e rle t In clusive Waste Man ag eme n t, Map p in g Waste Gove rn a n ce,
20 17
121Carb on e lli Camp os, Juacyara, an d
Raque l Gre ice D e Souza Marot t a.
Mun icip al Solid Waste in Brazi l : A
Revie w. 2n d e d ., vol. 35 , Fe d er al Un ive rsity of Rio D e Jan e iro, 2017 .

NEW TYPOLOGIES
THE TYPICAL DWELLING REIMAGINED

Slum

upgrading is understood as a complex and

unclear solution due to the many interrelated components
(both physical and social) that must be addressed. In recent
years, support structures have been made significant progress
in areas like India and the Philippines. Where alternatively to

S lum Upgr ad i ng:
Sl u m upg rading is a pro cess th ro u gh
which info rmal areas are g rad u a l l y
impro ved, fo rmal ised and incorp o ra ted
into the city itsel f, thro ug h extend i ng
l and, services and citizenship to s l u m
dwel l ers. I t invo l ves pro viding s l u m
dwel l ers with the eco no mic, so c i a l ,
institu tio nal and co mmunity s erv i c es
avail ab l e to o ther citizens.

slum upgrading, which often leads to the displacement of its
occupants; these developments propose a concepts of ‘slum
transformation’, which leads to a gradual transformation through
a component-by-component methodology. Paired with the
benefits of smart phone applications and cell phone ownership in
Brazilian Favelas, slum dwellers can participate in both social and
political platforms that increase the awareness of their situation.
Furthermore, technology offers unique advantages to city
planners and governments who can then prioritize infrastructural
developments in areas that are require less authority based on
data received from the slum dwellers. This thesis embraces this
model by implementing frameworks that provide tools and
knowledge for slum dwellers to recycle, re-use and transform
their surrounding built environment. In order to bring this model
to the physical realm, I chose to illustrate the concept of slum
transformation through a component-by-component model that
would be designed on the premise of open sourced collaboration.
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Fig. 070: Image depicting the upgrading of select zones within a typical
SaoPaulo Paulo favela dwelling.

Fig. 071: Sketch depicting projects deployment iwthin the context of Brazil.
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Fig. 072: Images of SIP deployment
These images represent how and
where SIP panel deployment would
be integrated into existing and new
structures.
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5.4 CONCEPTS OF DEPLOYMENT
POWER OF 3

In a basic form, architecture is the result of justified collaboration
between user and designer. Using this concept as a point of
departure, the project proposes three scales of drawing that
represent the projects interjection and proposal intervention.
Using both ink and inkless drawing styles, a figurative line divides
each drawing from the architects technical knowledge and the
users involvement of function and program. Designed as a series
of three architectural proposals; the dwelling, the factory, and
community scales of this project, they stand together to represent
the proposed frameworks being deployed in this thesis.
First the dwelling scale, aimed to represent the scale
of a single family or home, where an architect’s knowledge of
structure, space, and design, act collaboratively between local
knowledge and techniques. By using these concepts as a point of
departure and recognizing the compleities of slum transofrmtion,
this project does not propose a builidng butinstead a therotical
framework built for collabaoation and its potential deployment.
This project recognises notable concepts adopted from Pritzker
Prize winning Chilean architecture firm Elemental, in their half-ahouse redevelopment project. The half house concept struck me
not only because of its physical nature but for its basic intensions.
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Fig. 046: 10 Ste p Proce ss for de p loyin g alte rn ative SIP comp o n en t s
w ith in Sao P aulo

Recycled Paper
Prefabricated Wall
Component

Recycled Paper
Structural Member

2

Recycled Paper
Thermal Wall Component 2

R e cycled Paper
T ilt-U p W a ll Component

R e cycled Paper
P refabricated Structural and
T hermal W a ll Component

3200

1

5

6

00

32

3

Working with Local Experts
Collaboration Method 1

4

Recycled Cardboard
Structural Component

Architect’s Note:
S t r u c t u r a l b u i l d i n g c o m p o n e n t s are to be
d e s i g n e d i n c l o s e c o l l a b o r a t i o n with local and
f o r e i g n e x p e r t s , u s i n g a v a i l a b l e material
feedstock and local resources.
A l l c o n t r a c t o r s m u s t c o m p l y w i th all pertinent
codes and by-laws.
Do not scale drawings.

Fig. 073: The Dwelling Scale Operation and Collaboration:
Hybrid drawing of proposed collaboration between waste pickers and formal
technical assistance. Image represents both informal and formal workers, working
together to construct single building components.
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Expert Architectural Guidance
Collaboration Method 2

7

Lightweight a nd Structural
Wall Upgrade

8

Next, the Community Scale. This drawing represents the
projects greater intensions by contributing to the transformation
of community neighbours that currently live in substandard
conditions. By merging and integrating the projects proposal
within city dwellers, the project participates in a humble approach
of transformation, limiting slum dweller displacement and
giving opportunity back to the people who contributed to the
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9

2800

1
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components construction.

Fig. 074: The Community Scale Operation
and Collaboration:
Hybrid drawing of proposed collaboration
between informal dwellers and formal
technical assistance. Image depicts how
component by component replacement
can achive greater transformation of
slum dwellers housing conditions.
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fo re ig n e x p e rts , u s in g a v a ila b le m a terial
fe e d s to ck a n d lo ca l re s o u rce s .
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co d e s a n d b y - la w s .
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Finally, the Factory Scale. While this project does not propose a
physical built form, it does propose new frameworks that address
these issues by engaging in new methods of collaboration and
the broader conversations of waste management solutions.
Using the above concepts as a point of departure, three varying
scales of interjection are then proposed. Without an assigned
site, the project acts ambiguously and reactionary through the
landscape, working with local site conditions, as well as local
inherent knowledge of material recycling which is represented
between the inkless and ink drawing styles. Using alternative
methods of representation and new social platforms provided
by the collaborative relationships developed in this thesis, the

Fig. 075: Factory Scale Operation and
Collaboration: Hybrid drawing of proposed collaboration between informal
and formal recyclers. Image depicts waste
collecters brining waste paper material to
be cleaned, sorted, and transformed into
new building components.

project illustrates its potential in a variety of scales and contexts.
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Architect’s Note:
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A l l c o n t r a c t o r s m u s t co mp l y wi th a l l p e rti n e n t
c o d e s a n d b y - l a ws .
Do not scale drawings.
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5.5 CONCEPTS OF DEPLOYMENT
POWER OF 5

The concept behind integrated and sustainable waste
management implies a hierarchy of objectives, that include the
minimization of waste; maximizing reuse and job creation, and
the promotion of its benefits to the broader public.
With power in numbers, this thesis joins the conversation of
inclusive waste management that is able to take part in a formal
transaction of local material knowledge and material recovery
solutions that can be adapted, understood and be deployed in a
variety of contexts.
Concepts of,
Innovation
Recycling
Inclusion
Engagement
Education
This project pairs the previously noted social engaging
architectures to propose new thresholds between the informal
and formal recycling economies. While the intensions of this
project aim to create theoretical deployment scenarios in varying
locations around the city , each site will be equally dependent
upon its local context, knowledge of waste flows, and the demand
for new products. By integrating these five values into the core
of each future facility build, a series of drawings were produced
to illustrate this integrated framework as an inclusive social
experiment.
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EDUCATION
Intended to become a transaction of local material knowhow and new-found material recovery solutions this project embraces the concept of public education through a long term architectural initiative that uses social platforms of technology to
inform and educate the broader public on alternative waste management practices.
In the deployment of each potential recycling centre,
the project also proposes public workshops that engages all ages
of city dwellers to inform the public on what can and cannot be
achieved with recovered paper building components. Further-

Fig. 076: Concept Drawing of how educating one person within the public
has the ability to engage with a range
of other citizens.

more, from hands-on work conducted in the thesis, material experiments will be shared to encourage young adults and children
to take part in the process of traditional hand-made paper making processes. Further encouraging younger generations to take
part in the paper recycling chain by transforming the materials
around them into new products for use in their everyday.

INNOVATION
The recycling industry is primarily founded on principles
of innovation, while this still holds true within this project, each facility will be designed to showcase the varying possibilities of what
recovered paper products could be transformed into. Using the
pamphlet style architectures, the project illustrates new-found
potentials in paper recovery and expands on waste recycling
knowledge from city waste pickers. In addition to the innovative
workshops proposed, professional collaboration from Zeoform
and local organizations will help design, fabricate and distribute
NMFC building components throughout the city. Much like the
‘Cataki’ app mentioned earlier in this thesis, this project embraces
technological concepts in hopes to collaborate with varying social
platforms to broaden the public awareness of environmentally responsible waste management strategies.
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Fig. 077: Concept drawing of innovative building prototypes that are
aimed at replacing exisiting building
compoents in developing regions.

RECYCLING
Foundational to this project, a recycling centre will become a main design component in all facilities. While most waste
streams would be accepted, designated paper recovery infrastructure will become the primary elements to the product. This
will ensure productive and efficient processes for material recovery systems and provide job security to acting waste pickers withFig. 078: Concept drawing of how recycling paper waste products can be
reimagined to create new sustainable
building components.

in the recycling sector.

ENGAGING
In order to further integrate itself within the informal and
formal recycling economies, this thesis aims to take part in the
emerging concepts of social inclusion, advancements in technology, and engage in public dialogue. Through a series of publicly
accessible architecture and infographic pamphlets, broader conversations of material recovery and waste management solutions
can be discussed. This drawing aims to represent the collaborative power of public conversation and shed light on the complexities of this topic.

Fig. 079: Concept drawing of how
public engagement will allow further
integration of waste pickers within
the recycling chain.

INCLUSION
While waste pickers are given primary focus throughout this
thesis, the frameworks being developed are designed to impact
civilians within the formal economy. Through the collaboration
of local agencies in Sao Paulo, and industry leaders in Australia,
this project proposes alternative destinations and solutions for
recyclers to transform their waste. With careful consideration
into the livelihoods of pickers and the city as a whole, this project
is supported by multiple engaging mediums that will inform,
educate, and illustrate vital know-how of second generation
material feedstocks. This drawing sets out to represent the
integration of this project between the informal and formal
recycling economies.
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Fig. 080: Concept drawing of how
waste pickers are the foundation to
the formal economy and that further
integration can advance the entirety
of the economy.

Fig. 076: Concept Drawing of how educating one person within the public
has the ability to engage with a range
of other citizens.
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Fig. 077: Concept drawing of innovative building prototypes that are
aimed at replacing exisiting building
compoents in developing regions.
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Fig. 078: Concept drawing of how recycling paper waste products can be
reimagined to create new sustainable
building components.
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Fig. 079: Concept drawing of how
public engagement will allow further
integration of waste pickers within
the recycling chain.
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Fig. 080: Concept drawing of how
waste pickers are the foundation to
the formal economy and that further
integration can advance the entirety
of the economy.
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Together these concepts form a conversation of how alternative
platforms for waste recovery can take place within Sao Paulo
while providing new frameworks for waste picker inclusion. These
new facilities will also for new methods for analysing the city to
take place and radically remap the cities material resources. Supplementary analysis in areas like Latin America, India, and the
Philippians has proven vital to the development of this project as
it has generated broader perspectives and greater clarity of alternative solutions being explored throughout the global South.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS + PROJECTIONS
B U I L D I N G T H E PA P E R E C O N O M Y

“Learning is creation,
not consumption.
Knowledge is not
something a learner
absorbs, but something
a learner creates.”

- G eo rge C ou r os, 2014
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6.1 METHODS, TESTING, + PROTOTYPES
NEXT STEPS

Asking powerful questions is critical to developing and
assessing new product ideas. Supplementary research supported
by Mitacs Canada and industry partner Zeo IP Pty will continue
in the subsequent months of this publication and become the
primary investigation and scientific develoment of the the NMFC
material.

Structural
Testing

With the help of Professor Jeffery Erochko, a civil engineer
at Carleton University, we will follow the testing parameters for
standard ASTM tests for wood-fibre boards and structurally
insulated panels. His guidance and laboratory will prove crucial
in determining the structurally rigidity and tensile properties
of the material. Professor Cynthia Cruickshank, a mechanical
engineer at Carleton will oversee the development of thermal
resistance testing for the SIP panels using steady-state conditions
in a guarded hot-box and THER software in her laboratory.

Biological
Testing

Professor Owen Rowland, (biologist) and Quinn MacDonald
(biology intern) will assist in understanding how plant-based
polymers and oils can create unique agents that can assist in
the hydrophobic, and environmental qualities of the NMFC SIP.
In addition to the talented team at Carleton University,
continued collaboration between Zeoform and myself will inform
strategic frameworks that enhance the materials relevancy for
applications in both the Canadian and Brazilian climates in a
range of industries. Results from the above investigations will
prove vital into how and where the recovered paper products
can be reimagined for the design and fabrication of sustainable
building components.
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Thermal
Testing

6.2 POST SCRIPT

As the world begins to adapt to changing economic
and environmental urgencies, recognition of second-generation
waste may be the key to alternative material solutions. This thesis
sets out to provide insight into the potential of cellulose recovery
within the building industry while recognizing the importance
of alternative waste management strategies. Building on work
completed at Zeo Ip Pty in the summer of 2019 with added support
from local organizations and industries in Sao Paulo, Brazil and
the University of Victoria, this thesis demonstrates newfound
material recovery solutions that participate in a circular economy.
During this investigation research was able to open new
conversations of social engaging architectures and demonstrate
the complex challenges of waste management in many global
South countries. Moreover, the humble approach to this thesis
allows itself to work from a bottom-up approach, creating new
opportunity for stakeholders at the lowest parts of the waste
chain. By focusing on waste picker inclusion and alternative
waste management techniques, frameworks presented in this
document aim to serve both society and the environment.
The research presented in this project aims to become
a case study into the potential of cellulose-based building
components while addressing the global demand for alternative
waste management strategies. The intention was to consider
the past, present, and future of recovered fibre products and
reimagine new frameworks that address the gap between
informal and formal economies. While acknowledging the many
complexities of this topic, this project embraces an avenue of
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thinking that will generate new conversations on alternative
material recovery, thereby provoking consumers and industries
alike to rethink what happens when we simply throw something
away!
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APPENDIX

Hydroxyl groups are functional chemical compounds that are
common within the natural environment. Sited as the first step in
the 3 stages of materials entanglement, forming a natural bond
between oxygen and hydrogen atoms. This chemical compound
forms the foundational chemical bond within NMFC.
Rheology is a branch of physics that deals with the deformation
and flow of matter. Specifically studying the flow of liquids and
solids. NMFC has significant rheology applications with use in
concrete as a high shear, high strength supporting agent.
Thermal Modification is a thermal process that converts biomass material into a coal-like material, which has better fuel characteristics than the original biomass. Often more brittle in character, NMFC will undergo a transformation that converts biomass
material into a stable compound, leaving the material in a less
permeable state and resembling a waterproof material.
NMFC Micro-Nano Fibrillated Cellulose is refined cellulose fibrils that react with water to form naturally occurring hydroxyl
groups. Cellulose nano-particles display a high surface area which
allows ample hydroxyl groups and form incredible amounts of fibre entanglement.
Decortication is a process that is often seen in medical procedures to remove the outer layers of a surface membrane. This
plays particular significance when removing the outer layers of
bark from plant stems to extract the naturally occurring bast fibres.
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Bast fibres are connected to the inner rings of plant fibres. These
naturally occurring fibrils are often targeted for their superior
strength when making textiles and have particular significance in
the forming of Zeoform products.
Lignin is a class of complex organic polymers that form key structural materials in the support tissues of plants and algae. They
are particularly important in the formation of cell walls of wood
and barks. They are the key organic compound that is affected
through the torrifaction process.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Cellulose
Cellulose is the structural component of the primary cell wall of
green plants, many forms of algae and oomycetes (species of
mould). Cellulose is the most common organic compound on
earth.
Nano- and Micro-Fibrulated Cellulose
NMFC are micro refined cellulose fibrils that react with water to
form naturally occurring hydroxyl groups. Cellulose nano-particles display a high surface area which allows ample hydroxyl
groups and form incredible amounts of fibre entanglement.
Bast Fibres
Bast fibres are connected to the inner rings of plant fibres. These
naturally occurring fibrils are often targeted for their superior
strength when making textiles and have particular significance in
the forming of Zeoform products.
Lignin
Lignin is a class of complex organic polymers that form key structural materials in the support tissues of plants and algae. They
are particularly important in the formation of cell walls of wood
and barks. They are the key organic compound that is affected
through the torrifaction process.
Circular Economy
A circular economy is one that is restorative and regenerative by
design and aims to keep products, components, and materials at
their highest utility and value at all times, distinguishing between
technical and biological cycles. Generally, by defining the Circular
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Economy we are referring to a closed‐loop economy that does
not generate excessive waste and whereby any waste becomes a
resource (Wysokińska, 2016, p. 1)
Linear Economy
A linear economy traditionally follows the “take-make-dispose”
step-by-step plan. A model adapted after the dawn of the Industrial Revolution that allowed raw materials to be harvested or
extracted, transformed into products and consumed, and thus
thrown away after serving a single purpose. Embraced for almost
150 years, this economic model holds limited value on recovered
materials.
Sharing Economy
The Sharing Economy is an pre-modern economic system in
which assets or services are shared between private individuals
through a transaction or free. Typically, by means of data and
technology, it is embraced by the modern consumer by handing
down or sharing across platforms.
Cradle to Cradle
It is a holistic, economic, industrial and social framework that
seeks to create systems that are not only efficient but are also
essentially waste free. Deriving from the term Cradle to Grave,
where a product is created and thrown away, Cradle to Cradle is
the idea is that material goods can achieve a multi-generational
value and never need to be thrown away.
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